Nowadays, it would be difficult to name an academic discipline which, striving to clarify one fact or another about the ontology of the living, would not demand to have a word about the origin and evolution of language, from biology to philosophy, from computer sciences to archaeology. Even sciences and domains whose intellectual products don’t refer to human communication at all are in the position to offer pieces of knowledge that help in the quest for the truth desired by the evolutionary linguistics—linguistics that, until not long ago, used to rely exclusively, and therefore limitingly, on the data obtained by historical linguistics, construction grammar, cognitive semantics, psycholinguistics, and the like. It’s not as if the above-mentioned fields and sciences have recently opened to what seems to be the ultimate mystery of the human species; on the contrary, the linguistics itself has quite recently embraced the idea that some keys to decipher it might be deduced or perfected by analysing the evidence given by evolutionary biology, and by taking into account ideas about an increased brain capacity, about the evolution of cognitive and perceptual abilities, about an increased social and ecological complexity, etc.; and not necessary, and not only at Homo sapiens.

Undoubtedly, an interdisciplinarity as such is the chance to obtain an answer to the question Why we talk? Nevertheless, its capitalization is conditional on bringing forth, on each level and stage of research, various elements of knowledge that would function as solid premises for the next stages and would reduce the need to revisit the same issues, again and again. With Aux origines du langage. Une histoire naturelle de la parole, Jean-Louis Dessalles aims at doing that, by clarifying the circumstances that led to the emergence of the human language, as a function advantageous to the species (and, firstly, to the individuals within), and, consequently, preserved in the process of natural selection. While successful in constructing an original theory that joins others at least equally interesting and new at their time (“the exchange of information and cooperation”, “the consolidation of social relations”, “the negotiation”, “the need to dominate rival groups”, “the narration of real or imaginary events”, “the necessity to clarify one’s own ideas”, “language – consequence of intelligence”, or “the reciprocal dependency of brain development and language development”, etc.), Dessalles doesn’t fulfil the previously mentioned condition.

The main thesis of the book is that language appeared and set apart the human evolutive lineage thanks to the specificity of the (political) niche in which Homo got to live; the origin of the articulate language is to be found in a context dominated by dramatic changes in hominin relations, probably caused by the invention of lethal weapons and the habit of using them on each other.

The theory is exposed in the third part of the
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3 He works in the field of computer and cognitive sciences, and artificial intelligence; is a professor at École Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications, Paris (Télécom ParisTech).
4 See also Dessalles (2010a, p. 7–8): “This hypothesis concerning the role of information competence in the protection against surprise killing satisfies all the hypotheses of the FSM [Friendship Signalling Model] model. [...] The need to signal any form of unexpectedness explains in part why lexicon must be large and learned [...]. And most importantly, it explains why individuals feel the urge to be the first to tell about any unexpected event [...]. This first-to-tell behaviour, characteristic of many human conversations, suggests that language may have originated as a way to secure protection. It is reminiscent of alarm calls among primates. Standard
book, *The ethology of language* (*Introduction* and chapters 13–17, p. 268–359); the other two—*The place of language in human evolutionary history* (chapters 1–6, p. 3–138) and *The functional anatomy of speech* (chapters 7–12, p. 139–267)—are, concurrently, compendia of more or less familiar issues (e.g. the animal communication, the intercultural linguistic variation, the predecessors of human language, the functional model of language), and critical syntheses of anterior solutions to the question Dessalles is trying to answer, evaluated as incomplete, erroneous or groundless (although—at least some of them—“attractive”, p. 87), the result of “ignorance of the constraints of evolution” (p. 115). In his opinion, taking *cooperation* (e.g.) into serious account (an idea found explicitly or implicitly in many a theory, stemming from the premise of a honest exchange of accurate information, to the benefit of the receiver would mean to ignore the reality of the human use of language, namely that it is randomly multidirectional, that individuals often engage in futile conversations, don’t seem to care about the identity of the listeners, etc.—conditions that don’t harmonize with the principle observed so far by researchers, i.e. of a controlled and selective divulging of information, since every piece of it is assimilated to an asset gained with some costs. It follows that “[a]ny evolutionary account of language origins must explain why talking individuals did better than non-talking (or less-talking) individuals of their reproductive population. Moreover, the difficult point is not to explain how language benefits listeners, but how it benefits speakers” (Dessalles, 2010b, p. 852).

The first part of the book corresponds to the first stage in problematization, in which “we can put the language behaviour into the broader context of the evolution of species” (p. 2), although only the last two chapters constitute the beginning of Dessalles’ argumentation. First, by means of analogy with other
are not as good as their conservative fellows. A day may come, though it is unlikely, when a particularly lucky mutant performs quite well, at least as well as the current standard. This gives it some possibility of leaving descendants or even of founding a new species which will follow the path that it contrived to find. The new species will be in a new state of equilibrium at a different local optimum which will be better than the previous one (p. 122–123; emphasis added). Hence, natural selection is a process of optimization, and Dessalles has no reason to not apply the theory to the issue of language, thus concluding that language must have been a product of microevolution, void of any urgent (inescapable) necessity (p. 362), a local optimum for its biological function, asked for and useful only by and to the species that came to populate a peculiar micro-universe, a new ecological niche.

In this point, the demonstration needs some clarification, and it makes the object of the second part of the book, where “we can analyse the structure of language so as to link it to a biological function” (p. 2). Dealing with different language compartments, Dessalles argues that each of them is locally optimal, so that a) the phonologic faculty could make possible the emergence of a lexicon sufficient to communication (p. 139–164), b) the syntax proved useful in expressing predicative relations (p. 194–209), and c) two semantic competences were able to appear: the ability to elaborate cognitive representations, and the ability to perform thematic segmentations of those representations (p. 232–264). Apparently, Dessalles aims at obviating the two problems that hinder the consensus about the origin of language: (1) how did symbolic units evolve and (2) how did syntax emerge and evolved—under (different) selection pressures (see Bickerton, 2007, p. 511 et seq.). What he does, however, is to move the question—about issue (1)—on a lower step in time, keeping it open about protolanguage.

If, until now, the reader could not fully apprehend the persuasive mechanism of Dessalles’ new theory, this drawback is resolved by considering the central chapters, seeing that the architecture of the book doesn’t coincide with the argumentation progress toward the main thesis: if, on the contrary, the reader expected exactly that, the fact that the issue of syntax—a piece in the construction—is to be resolved by finalizing the construction itself would expose them to a real petitio principii: “a biological scenario that explains the faculty of communicating logical reasoning will justify the existence of thematic segmentation; indirectly, the appearance of syntax, which is of such great service to thematic segmentation, will also be justified” (p. 263). Dessalles’ approach is to highlight linguistic facts and habits whose existence and manifestation cannot be satisfactorily explained but through the scenario exposed in the last part of the book.

Within the third segment of his demonstration—where “we can identify the conditions which may have made such a biological function advantageous” (p. 2)—Dessalles begins by accepting the general notion that information has value, in point of what an individual had to spend (time and energy) in order to get it, and of the risks that individual had to be exposed to in the process; and he reasons further on that any context in which the information is to be disclosed to a listener must be understood as revolving around the advantage gained by the speaker. What exactly do the speakers gain by striving to be relevant, and by “wasting” the information they...
of a possible different point of view on the matter, if that thought is to come from the average reader interested in the problem of language evolution. However, on a different level, the same two qualities put the theory in an uncomfortable position. Researchers from disciplines of narrow specialization (not necessarily preoccupied with the central issue of the book) may evince that the database, information end evidence Dessalles derives benefit from are incomplete, saddled with a (accidental or deliberate—it doesn’t matter) harmful selectivity. Then, operating in mathematical terms requires a verification on the same grounds, with the same level of exactitude; but an approach as such, if the researcher decides to take into consideration an additional condition in configuring the evolutive model of the genus Homo and their language (and nothing can stop the probabilist to do it, since the first stages of our species are white spaces), leads to a different result. Here, the criticism doesn’t aim at the correctness of the result, but at the span and complexity of the data used as premises.

The theory of the political origin of language is correct and indicates the truth, if the reader accepts the very premises that its author has accepted. However, the reader cannot be allowed such limitation.

Some of the flows in Dessalles’ demonstration was discussed in a symposium brought about by the apparition of the English version of the book (see Symposium, p. 858–888); others, in the Preface of the present edition13, in Romanian. These observations represent reactions any reader of this book ought to not overlook, if they want to gain from the contact with Jean-Louis Dessalles’ Why We Talk / [Rom.] Către originile limbajului. O istorie naturală a vorbirii something more than a new admissible and interesting solution to an important problem.

Jean-Louis Dessalles’ book reaches an impressive level of interdisciplinarity and its thesis is grounded on theories and computations—probabilities, digital simulations, calculus—that discourage the thought
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12Jean-Louis Dessalles sees his theory proven by how we communicate using the internet nowadays: “What the Web offered was a way for people to draw attention to themselves. [...] In this way, those who put their pages on the Web are following their biological programming, exactly as they do when talking with friends. What both cases have in common is the display of a competence with the aim of being appreciated [...] This book’s analysis of the biological role of language turns a misleading appearance back to front: the Web is not a mere device for getting information; it is first and foremost a new way for people to attract the attention of others by supplying information they may find useful” (p. 366).

13The translation provides the Romanian reader with the chance to know comfortably a pertinent voice in the contemporary discussions concerning one of the most obsessing issues of the human history; it is a beyond doubt gain, be it only because “[t]he greatest merit of the author and of his work is that—after having comprehended the material fundament of reality and the consistent unity of all forms of manifestation within reality—the effort to examine the subject in discussion and its elements answers to this conception, whose verity it tries to demonstrate and spread. The evolutionary and epistemological perspectives tend to subordinate all the elements of discussion, beginning with the main theme of the book, continuing with the thematic and conceptual subdivisions, with the major or minute elements, going through the operating concepts the methods and instruments that he uses, and ending with the way in which Dessalles organizes his scientific discourse. In this context, one of the valuable ideas promoted by Jean-Louis Dessalles is that...”
language has a biological fundament, with its immediate implications: the pre-eminence of language over reason, and the liberation of the language genesis from the notion of culture. The idea is crucial and must be accepted by the linguists (as well as by those who work in the field of social sciences, of the theories of mind, by philosophers, etc.) because a correct understanding (profound and extended) of reality cannot exist without the correct understanding of its origin and evolution” (p. 14–15 of the Romanian edition).